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Learning outcomes

The reader will learn:

How to use it:

• How to use the Monte Carlo transport code Serpent.

• How to translate OpenFOAM mesh into Serpent.

• How to set up a coupling interface between two software.

The theory of it:

• The theory of neutron transport and Monte Carlo based techniques to simulate it (very brief).

• The theory of heat generation in nuclear fuel.

How it is implemented:

• Generating mesh for OpenFOAM and Serpent

• Setting up the Serpent coupling interface

How to modify it:

• Modifying buoyantBoussinesqPimpleFoam to recieve volumetric power generated by Serpent
as an input.
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Prerequisites

The reader is expected to know the following in order to get maximum benefit out of this report:

• Be familiar with general FOAM case folder structure and the purpose of standard files in the
case directories.

• Know how to copy and run FOAM tutorials as well as how to compile new libraries.

• Know how to use an external mesh generation software gmesh, or any other which supports
exporting mesh in .msh format.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The modeling software widely used in nuclear engineering nowadays are designed for solid fuel.
However, in the past decade a power plant concept featuring liquid fuel came to the spotlight of
nuclear engineers. This type of plants are known as Molten Salt Reactors (MSR). The idea itself
is not new, and has been first tested at the Oak Ridge National Lab in 1960’s [1]. Compared to
conventional nuclear power plants, the fuel in MSRs is not in form of solid pellets packed into rods,
but it is dissolved in melted fluoride salt. Thus, the fuel and the primary coolant of the reactor are
the same liquid mass, which is circulated within the reactor: it enters the reactor core, heats up
due to nuclear fission reaction, and is pumped into a heat exchanger where the secondary coolant
(typically also a fluoride salt) removes the heat from it.
Usage of circulating fuel in MSRs features many benefits such as higher power density as well as
possibility to clean the fuel from the so called fission products which worsen its performance. This
can be done without shutting down the plant, hence it is called online fuel processing. Moreover,
MSRs have several attractive qualities: these include inherent safety features and reduced costs.
These reactors can be packed into compact units and shipped to any requested destination. They
might also be operated in load following mode. More about MSRs can be found in the reference [2].
However, the liquid fuel induces also a strong coupling between neutronics and thermal hydraulics.
Thus, in order to be able to model these power plants for validation and licensing purposes, new
approaches are needed, as the conventional software designed for solid fuel are not able to do high-
level Neutron Kinetics/CFD coupling. That is why recenlty large efforts have been made to develop
and validate new software, or modify existing ones to serve the special needs of MSRs. OpenFOAM
has been used extensively for this purpose.
The aim of this project work is to couple OpenFOAM to an MC software Serpent 2. The power
density generated by Serpent is given to OpenFOAM heat transfer solver as a heat source, and after
the OpenFOAM run the density and temperature fields are used to update the Serpent input. The
coupling is suitable for high fidelity transient analysis.
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1.2. THEORY

1.2 Theory

Nuclear fission has been a well established source for energy production since more than six decades,
with 447 nuclear power plants being currently in operation worldwide. Nuclear power covers 11%
of world’s total energy production and is the second largest low-carbon energy source [3].
Nuclear fission is an exothermic reaction induced by neutrons and it occurs on only several chemical
elements known as fissile elements such as U-235 and Th-232. The typical mechanism of a fission
reaction is presented in Figure 1.
The incident neutron causes the U-235 nucleus to break into two fragments, called fission products,

Figure 1.1: Fission of a U-235 nucleus
Image source: http://ne.phys.kyushu-u.ac.jp/seminar/MicroWorld3_E/3Part3_E/3P33_E/nuclear_

fission_E.htm

and at the meantime large amount of energy is released as well as on average two additional neutrons
which then continue the reaction interactiong with other U-235 nuclei. The proccess is known as
fission. The overall energy release in a single fission reaction is 200 MeV [Mega-electron-Volt, a
common energy unit in nuclear physics], about 90% of which is deposited in the fuel. The rate of
fission for a given system can be easily calculated as follows:

F [fissioncm−3s−1] = Σf × Φ (1.1)

where F is the fission rate, Σf is the macroscopic fission cross section (probability of a neutron with
a given energy to induce fission reaction on a given nucleus) and Φ is the neutron flux.
The energy released in one fission event expressed in Joules is

E = 3.2× 1011J/fission (1.2)

The volumetric heat generation rate for a given fuel volume would then be:

Q[Watt/cm3] = F × E (1.3)

The heat is removed from the fuel element in radial direction through series of thermal resistances,
by conduction and convection. The steady-state heat conduction equation is

1

r

d

dr
(rkf

dT

dr
) +Q = 0 (1.4)

where T is the temperature, r is the radius of the fuel element, kf is the fuel thermal conductivity
and Q is the volumetric heat source.
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1.2. THEORY

The aim of this work is to simulate the heating up of a cylindrical liquid fuel element. The volumetric
heat is obtained by Serpent Monte Carlo neutronics code and is then passed to OpenFOAM. The
OpenFOAM solves for pressure, velocity and temperature fields.
Serpent is a reactor physics code in development at the VTT technical research center in Finland
since 2004. It is a multi-purpose, three-dimensional, continuous energy code, suitable for standard
reactor core calculations, material evolution (burn up) calculations, as well as applications in med-
ical physics. The current release is Serpent 2. The Serpent 1 version is distributed by authorized
organizations such as OECD NEA for Europe, and Serpent 2 can be obtained upon request from
developers.
Serpent models the transport of neutrons in a given medium based on so called Monte Carlo method,
meaning it applies random sampling technique to simulate a particle history from its birth to termi-
nation. After each interaction event (particle collision) the particle is either reduced in weight and
continues being tracked, or, depending on the type of collision it is terminated. Secondary particles
produced are banked. To have good statistics, a sufficient number of particle histories has to be
collected. That is why MC based codes are accurate but computationaly heavy.
Serpent has a specially developed multiphysics interface which allows to couple it to external soft-
ware, in particular to CFD software. This interface is specifically designed to bring in detailed
temperature and density distribution fields into Serpent input, and produce power distributions to
be used in CFD code. In this work the features of this interface will be used to pass data between
Serpent and OpenFOAM.
The OpenFOAM solver used in this work is the buoyantBoussinesqPimpleFoam heat transfer solver
for incompressible flow described hereafter.
The structure of this report is as follows:

• Description of the buoyantBoussinesqPimpleFoam solver.

• Generating mesh for OpenFOAM and Serpent.

• Setting up Serpent input file and the coupling interface.

• Generating volumetric power distribution with Serpent.

• Setting up the OpenFOAM case.
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Chapter 2

Coupling OpenFOAM to Serpent
tutorial

2.1 buoyantBoussinesqPimpleFoam solver

The OpenFOAM solver used in this work is the buoyantBoussinesqPimpleFoam solver. It is a
transient solver for buoyant, turbulent flow of incompressible fluids, which solves for convective heat
transfer and is suitable for analyzing natural convection. First the FOAM environment is initialized
by

OFv1806 #Initializing foam environment

The solver can be found at the following address:

$FOAM_APP/solvers/heatTransfer/buoyantBoussinesqPimpleFoam$

Inside the solver directory the following files can be found:

.

buoyantBoussinesqPimpleFoam.C

createFields.H

Make

files

options

pEqn.H

TEqn.H

UEqn.H

We will shortly discuss those files here.

buoyantBoussinesqPimpleFoam.C

The .C files in Foam solvers include the source code of the solver. They start with short description
of the solver. In our case, we can see that buoyantBoussinesqPimpleFoam belongs to the group
heatTransfer solvers, and it uses Boussinesq approximation for the kinematic density:

ρ = ρ0(1− β(T − Tref )) (2.1)
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2.1. BUOYANTBOUSSINESQPIMPLEFOAM SOLVER

where β is the thermal expansion factor, Tref is the reference temperature, ρ is the kinematic den-
sityand ρo is the reference density.This approximation states, that the density has a fixed part and
a part which depends linearly on the temperature.
The equations solved by the buoyantBoussinesqPimpleFoam are the continuity, mometum and tem-
perature equations:
The constant-density filtered (LES) or averaged (RANS) continuity equation is

∂uj
∂xj

= 0 (2.2)

Where uj is the mean velocity component.
The constant-density (except in the gravity term) filtered or averaged momentum equation is

∂ui
∂t

+
∂(ujui)

∂xj
= − ∂

∂xi
(
p

p0
) +

1

p0

∂

∂xj
(τij + τtij) +

p

p0
gi (2.3)

Where uj , ui are the mean velocity components, gi is the gravity acceleration vector, τtij is the
turbulent stress tensor, and τij is the resolved or mean stress tensor due to molecular viscosity.
The mean temperature equation is

∂T

∂t
+

∂

∂xj
(Tuj)−

∂

∂xk
(keff

∂T

∂xk
) = 0 (2.4)

Where T is the mean temperature and keff is the effective heat transfer coefficient.
Typically at the very top we can find some default as well as specific for that solver header files. In
our case the solver includes the following header files:

#include "fvCFD.H"

#include "singlePhaseTransportModel.H"

#include "turbulentTransportModel.H"

#include "radiationModel.H"

#include "fvOptions.H"

#include "pimpleControl.H"

The # include ”fvCFD.H” file includes several other files, each of which represents one building
block of the finite volume technique. It is included in all OpenFOAM solvers.
The #include ”singlePhaseTransportModel.H” header file calls the single phase transport model
class based on the viscosityModel class. The other two files define names (typedefs) for turbulence
model types, and define model for radiation modeling respectively. The fvOptions.H file provides a
base set of controls for finite volume options. Finally, the pimpleControl.H file supplies convergence
information and checks convergence for the PIMPLE loop (More on PIMPLE loop will follow).
After including the header files, main function is defined, which also includes some additional head-
ers itself:

int main(int argc, char *argv[])

{

#include "postProcess.H"

#include "addCheckCaseOptions.H"

#include "setRootCase.H"

#include "createTime.H"

#include "createMesh.H"

#include "createControl.H"
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2.1. BUOYANTBOUSSINESQPIMPLEFOAM SOLVER

#include "createFields.H"

#include "createTimeControls.H"

#include "CourantNo.H"

#include "setInitialDeltaT.H"

#include "initContinuityErrs.H"

turbulence->validate();

// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //

Info<< "\nStarting time loop\n" << endl;

while (runTime.run())

{

#include "readTimeControls.H"

#include "CourantNo.H"

#include "setDeltaT.H"

runTime++;

Info<< "Time = " << runTime.timeName() << nl << endl;

// --- Pressure-velocity PIMPLE corrector loop

while (pimple.loop())

{

#include "UEqn.H"

#include "TEqn.H"

// --- Pressure corrector loop

while (pimple.correct())

{

#include "pEqn.H"

}

if (pimple.turbCorr())

{

laminarTransport.correct();

turbulence->correct();

}

}

runTime.write();

runTime.printExecutionTime(Info);

}

Info<< "End\n" << endl;

return 0;

}

Some of these files are responsible for creating post processing objects, setting correct path,
creating time and mesh, and creating all necessary variable fields.
The time loop is realized in the while loop. The velocity, temperature and pressure equations are
solved using PIMPLE corrector loop. PIMPLE is a merged version of PISO and SIMPLE algorithms
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2.1. BUOYANTBOUSSINESQPIMPLEFOAM SOLVER

and allows transient simulations with higher Courant number and better convergence. PIMPLE
loops over the set of the equations within each time step, ensuring the convergence of explicit terms.
Only after that it moves forward in time. PIMPLE needs inner and outer correctors to be specified.
The outer correctors define how many times the equation set has to be solved to move on to the next
time step (note, that once the time step convergence is reached, the solver will move to the next
time step anyway), and inner corrector defines how many times the pressure has to be corrected
within each iteration.

createFields.H, pEqn.H, TEqn.H and UEqn.H files

The createFields.H file defines all necessary variable fields; temperature (T), the pressure without
the hydrostatic pressure (prgh) as well as kinematic density are defined as volScalarFields, and U
velocity as volume vector field.
Turbulence model is defined as follows:

Info<< "Create turbulence model\textbackslash n" <<endl;

autoPtr<incompressible::turbulenceModel>turbulence

(

incompressible::turbulenceModel::new(U,phi,laminarTransport)

);

The New function returns the autoP tr < incompressible :: turbulenceModel > pointer and
takes as arguments the velocity, flux and laminarTransport.
The pEqn.H, TEqn.H and UEqn.H files define respectively, the pdes to be solved for pressure, tem-
perature and velocity. The energy equation, for example, is solved in TEqn.H

{

alphat = turbulence->nut()/Prt;

alphat.correctBoundaryConditions();

volScalarField alphaEff("alphaEff", turbulence->nu()/Pr + alphat);

fvScalarMatrix TEqn

(

fvm::ddt(T)

+ fvm::div(phi, T)

- fvm::laplacian(alphaEff, T)

==

radiation->ST(rhoCpRef, T)

+ fvOptions(T)

);

TEqn.relax();

fvOptions.constrain(TEqn);

TEqn.solve();

radiation->correct();

fvOptions.correct(T);

rhok = 1.0 - beta*(T - TRef);

}
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2.2. GENERATING MESH FOR OPENFOAM AND SERPENT

The governing equation for temperature solved is:

∇(ρuT )−∆(αeffT )− ST − Srad = 0 (2.5)

Where αeff = νt
Prt

+ ν
Pr is the effective thermal diffusivity, St is the user defined source and Srad is

the radiation source. The user defined sources can be added using the fvOptions file. We will come
back to this later in the report.

2.2 Generating mesh for OpenFOAM and Serpent

This section describes how to generate an identical mesh for using both in Serpent and OpenFOAM.
The test case considered throughout this tutorial is a cylindrical fuel element with a d = 12cm and
length of l = 100cm. To generate the mesh ANSYS CFX inbuilt meshing tool is used. After the
meshing is done, the mesh file is exported in Fluent(.msh) format. When the file is ready, one has to
copy it into the OpenFOAM case folder which one intends to use (from now on referred as FOAM
case folder). The following command has to be issued to translate the mesh into FOAM format:
fluentMeshToFoam inputfilename.msh
The mesh of the test case is presented in Figure 1.2.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: Mesh for Serpent and OpenFOAM of the cylindrical fuel element

If the mesh conversion is successfull, one can see in the terminal window: ”writing mesh... to
constant/polymesh is done”. If one then navigates to FOAM case folder/constant/polyMesh, the
following files are located there:

boundary

cellZones

faces

faceZones

neighbour
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2.2. GENERATING MESH FOR OPENFOAM AND SERPENT

owner

points

pointZones

These files contain all the necessary mesh information. For detailed description of FOAM mesh
files see [1]. The faces, neighbour,owner and points files have to be copied to the test case folder
intended for Serpent files (from now on reffered as Serpent case folder):

cp points $/home/asnalb/DTU/Courses/Chalmers_OS_CFD/Serpent2.0

cp faces $/home/asnalb/DTU/Courses/Chalmers_OS_CFD/Serpent2.0

cp neighbour $/home/asnalb/DTU/Courses/Chalmers_OS_CFD/Serpent2.0

cp owner $/home/asnalb/DTU/Courses/Chalmers_OS_CFD/Serpent2.0

A python script Serpentmeshimport.py is used by Serpent to search automatically for OpenFOAM
mesh files. The script should also be in the Serpent case folder. The script is provided in the
Appendix. The only thing one should do, is to open the script in any text editor, search for keyword
ncelss (number of cells) which is at the top of the file after some initial declarations, and replace the
number after ncells with the number relevant to the test case mesh. The number of mesh cells can
be retrieved either from the owner file, or by running the command checkMesh from FOAM case
file directory. In this particular case the number of mesh cells is 9102, so the Serpentmeshimport.py
file looks like:

import re

from mpl_toolkits.mplot3d import Axes3D

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

import numpy as np

from collections import Counter

from statistics import mode

ncells=9102

At this point, the mesh for both software is ready and one can proceed with setting up the Serpent
case.
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2.3. SETTING UP SERPENT INPUT FILE AND THE COUPLING INTERFACE

2.3 Setting up Serpent input file and the coupling interface

This section describes briefly the Serpent input file for the test case and the Serpent-FOAM coupling
interface card.
The input file is divided into separate data blocks, denoted as cards. Each card in this file is proc-
cessed and there are no restrictions regarding the order in which the cards should be organized. All
input cards and options are case-insensitiv. Each input card is delimited by the beginning of the
next card. It is hence important that none of the parameter strings used within the card coincide
with the card identifiers. For more detailed information on each input card the user is encouraged
to consult the Serpent 1 user guide [2] or the Serpent Wiki [3].
A generic Serpent input file contains the following information:

1 set title "pin test case"

2 set acelib "/home/asnalb/MY_MCNP/MCNP_DATA/xsdir.xsdata"

3

4

5 surf 2 cyly 0 0 6 0 20

6

7 % --- Boundary at infinity

8

9 surf 3 inf

10

11 % --- OpenFOAM mesh based geometry (universe 1, bg universe 2)

12 % Search mesh split condition is 5 cells

13 % Search mesh has maximum of two levels with maximum of 2^n

14 % cells per level

15

16 solid 3

17 "./type9.ifc"

18

19 % --- Blanket cell in universe 2 (background universe)

20

21 cell 11 2 blanket -3

22

23 % --- Geometry consists of mesh-based universe and background universe

24

25 cell 19 0 fill 1 -2

26

27 % --- Outside the geometry

28

29 cell 20 0 outside 2

30

31

32 % --- Black BC

33

34 set bc 1

35

36 % --- Fuel salts:

37 % --- Material for cubes at (?,?,+)

38 mat fuel -4.1

39 90232.70c 19.65

40 92233.70c 2.85

41 9019.70c 38.78

42 3007.70c 38.75
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2.3. SETTING UP SERPENT INPUT FILE AND THE COUPLING INTERFACE

43

44 % --- Blanket material

45 mat blanket -4.1

46 90232.70c 19.65

47 92233.70c 2.85

48 9019.70c 38.75

49 3007.70c 38.75

50

51 % --- Run parameters:

52 set pop 5000 200 60

53

54 % --- Geometry plot:

55 % --- Power level:

56

57 set power 6e5.00

The first two lines set the name of the case file and point to the directory where the cross-section
library files for various nuclides are located. It is very important to have this line included, otherwise
the code will not compile.
Similar to other Monte Carlo codes the basic geometry description in Serpent relies on a universe-
based constructive solid geometry (CSG) model, which allows the description of practically any two-
or three-dimensional fuel or reactor configuration.
The line 5 defines a cylinder with base center at 0 0 0, with radius of 6 cm and height of 100
cm. the next line (6) defines surface for the background universe. The keyword solid stands
for unstructured 3D geometry creation, with solid 3 specificaly creating an unstructured mesh-
based geometry universe with unstructured mesh-based temperature and/or density distributions.
The ./type9.ifc on line 17 defines the path to the interface file which will be disussed in detailes
afterwards.
Following surface and interface definition there is the definition of cells, 3 in this case, on lines 19-29:
cell 11 2 blanket -3
% cell 11 belongs to universe 2, is composed of material called blanket and occupies the inside of
surface 3.
cell 19 0 fill 1 -2
% cell 19 belongs to root universe 0, is filled with universe 1 and occupies the inside of surface 2.
cell 20 0 outside 2
% cell 20 belongs to root universe 0, and occupies the outside of surface 2.
Outside cells are allowed only in the root universe and do not belong to the model. When a particle
which is traced reached an outside cell, boundary conditions are applied.
Boundary conditions are applied by
set bc MODE , with three modes available: 1 = vacuum, 2 = reflective, 3 = periodic. In our case
the BC is set to vacuum (line 34), meaning that all particles reaching the boundary are killed.
After boundary condition definition comes the material definition card. Material definition has a
very particular format in any MC based particle transport code. For example, the first material,
fuel is defined as (see lines 38-42):
mat name< fuel > density in g/cm3 < −absolutevalue >
Then comes the definition of all elements that form the fuel with repsective atomic fractions in
percentage, e.g.
90232 (element with Z=90, A=232, corresponds to Thorium) .7oc is the cross section library file
where the data for this element is found and 19.65 is the atomic fraction.
Run parameters define the number of neutrons per generation (5000), number of active cycles
(200), and number of inactive cycles (60). The active cycles are used to collect and bank user
requested data, but before starting the active cycle loop, inactive cycles are required to converge the
fission source, otherwise the results cannot be statistically trustworthy.
Finally, the set power card provides the total power produced in the system used to normalize the
actual calculated power.
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2.4. GENERATING VOLUMETRIC POWER DISTRIBUTION WITH SERPENT

Now the ./type9.ifc interface card will be presented and discussed.
The Serpent multi-physics interface is a set of routines, as well as input/output formats intended
for easily bringing in detailed temperature and density fields to Serpent and at the same time
automatically producing power distributions to be used in coupled codes. The list of the multiphysics
interface types is shown in Table 1.1.

Type Name Notes
1 Point average For interpolation of point-wise data
2 Regular mesh For data on a regular cartesian or hexagonal mesh
3 Functional dependence User defined functional dependence can be defined on source code level
4 Tetrahedral mesh Use interface type 7 instead.
5 Fuel behavior interface (piecewise constant) For coupling with fuel performance/behavior codes with 1.5 dimensional (z,r) coordinate system
6 Fuel behavior interface (radial interpolation) For coupling with fuel performance/behavior codes with 1.5 dimensional (z,r) coordinate system.
7 Unstructured mesh Based on OpenFOAM file format.
8 Unstructured mesh with many materials Based on OpenFOAM file format.
9 Unstructured mesh based geometry + interface Based on OpenFOAM file format. Also creates the mesh based geometry.

Table 2.1: List of multi-physics interface filetypes in Serpent

The interface is linked to the main input file with the command ifc File, except for the case of
interface 9, which has to be linked using solid 3. It is clear, that for our case the interface filetype 9
is required. The unstructured mesh based interface is meant to bring in solutions from solvers based
on unstructured meshes and it supports temperature and density fields spanning multiple materials.
The unstructured mesh based interface format is based on a point-face-cell hierarchy, where the user
gives a number of points (vertices) that can be combined into a set of planar faces, which make up
a set of closed convex cells. Since the interface file format is based on the OpenFOAM file format,
OpenFOAM mesh- and field-files should be natively supported, and linked to the interface file, as it
is shown below:

9 1 2

1 ./volpower

-1 600

5 3 2 2 2

/home/asnalb/Serpent2/Serpent2.0/points

/home/asnalb/Serpent2/Serpent2.0/faces

/home/asnalb/Serpent2/Serpent2.0/owner

/home/asnalb/Serpent2/Serpent2.0/neighbour

/home/asnalb/Serpent2/Serpent2.0/materials.txt

/home/asnalb/Serpent2/Serpent2.0/rhos.txt1

/home/asnalb/Serpent2/Serpent2.0/Ts.txt1

-1

On the first line we have type of card (9), number of the unstructured mesh universe it is linked
to (see Serpent input discussed before), and number of the background universe . Second line is the
output flag with the output file name, third line is the nominal density (-1) and the temperature
(600 degC) and the fourth line are the adaptive mesh search criteria:
MESH-SPLIT: Splitting criterion for the adaptive search mesh (maximum number of unstructured
mesh cells in search mesh cell)
MESH-DIM: number of levels in the adaptive search mesh
SZi: Size of the search mesh at level i
Finally, the rest of the file points to the location for mesh points,faces, neighbour, as well as materials,
density and temperature. The last line is the path to the power output mapping file or, in our case,
-1 which maps each cell to a separate power tally bin.

2.4 Generating volumetric power distribution with Serpent

In this section the test case for Serpent is described and it is explained how to run the software to
get the volumetric power distribution. There are the following files in the test case directory:
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2.4. GENERATING VOLUMETRIC POWER DISTRIBUTION WITH SERPENT

.

faces

inp

materials.txt

neighbour

owner

pin1.msh

points

rhos.txt

Serpentmeshimport.py

sss2

Ts.txt

type9.ifc

We already know what is inside the faces, neighbour, owner, points, Serpentmeshimport.py, type9.ifc
and the inp files. The materials.txt contains the following information:
9102 % number of mesh elements fuel
fuel
fuel
fuel
fuel
fuel
fuel
...
So it just tells Serpent that all of the 9102 mesh cells are compsed of the material fuel.
The rhos.txt and Ts.txt have exactly the same structure, only instead of the entry fuel they have
respectively the density and the temperature of individual cells as input. For the initial Serpent run
the density is set to 4.1 uniformally for all cells [default unit is g/cm3, no need to have the units in
the text file) and the temperature is set to 1200 K.
The ss2 is the Serpent executable.
In order to execute the Serpent, one just has to type in the terminal window, form the case directory:
./sss2inputfilename
In this particular case, when the run is completed, the following files can be found in the case direc-
tory

.

faces

inp

inp.out

inp_res.m

inp.seed

materials.txt

neighbour

owner

points

rhos.txt

Serpentmeshimport.py

sss2

Ts.txt

type9.ifc

volpower
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2.4. GENERATING VOLUMETRIC POWER DISTRIBUTION WITH SERPENT

We have the .out output file, the inp-res.m file, inp.seed file and finally the volpower, which is the
one that is relevant for this tutorial. We will now take a look at it and we see:

FoamFile

{

version 2.0;

format ascii;

class volScalarField;

location ".";

object volpower;

}

dimensions [1 -1 -3 0 0 0 0];

internalField nonuniform List<scalar>

9102

(

0.00000E+00

0.00000E+00

0.00000E+00

0.00000E+00

0.00000E+00

0.00000E+00

0.00000E+00

0.00000E+00

0.00000E+00

2.88029E+07

2.16577E+07

1.26451E+07

1.66823E+07

4.41600E+06

4.35013E+07

1.64615E+07

2.85645E+07

5.69777E+07

4.19897E+07

6.81740E+06

3.16668E+07

1.73279E+07

3.19484E+07

2.73324E+07

7.07550E+07

5.40201E+07

4.98859E+07

7.92069E+07

9.28826E+07

5.35496E+07

...

As we can see above, volPower is written in OpenFOAM format and can be used in the OpenFOAM
case. This will be described in the following section.
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2.5. SETTING UP THE OPENFOAM CASE

2.5 Setting up the OpenFOAM case

The OpenFOAM tutorial BernardCells is used as a base case for this tutorial. First the case directory
has to be copied to the user directory.

OFv1806

run

cp -r $FOAM_TUTORIALS/heatTransfer/buoyantBoussinesqPimpleFoam/BernardCells .

mv BernardCells testCaseFoam # Rename the case dir and use tree to see the what files are in there

The following files can be foind in the test case directory:

.

0

alphat

epsilon

k

nut

p

p_rgh

T

U

volpower

constant

g

nuclearProperties

polyMesh

boundary

cellZones

faces

faceZones

neighbour

owner

points

pointZones

transportProperties

turbulenceProperties

system

controlDict

fvOptions

fvSchemes

fvSolution

residuals

streamlines

Folder 0 contains all boundary conditions, which have to be initialized, plus we have to add the
volpower to this folder, as described before. The constant folder contains the g file which defines
the gravitational accelerations and should be left as it is, and the polyMesh folder. Replace the
contents of the polyMesh folder with the files of converted fluent mesh generated in section 1.4.
The system folder contains, among other files, fvschemes and fvsolutions and we have to add to
this folder an fvoptions file, which will map the volpower to the FOAM mesh. To do this we need
a fieldSource class which has been developed at the VTT Finland specifically for mapping Serpent
volumetric power to FOAM mesh. The filedSource folder has to be placed in the FOAM test case
folder. The fieldSource.H file defines the filedSource class, the class constructors and destructors as
well as member functions. The file can be found in the Appendix A.
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2.5. SETTING UP THE OPENFOAM CASE

The new clas gives the possibility to read field source data (scalar or vector fields) as a user defined
source through fvoptions.
All we need to do is to navigate to the fieldSource folder and compile the new class:
run
cd testCaseFoam/fieldSource
wclean
wmake
If the compilation is successfull, the last line in the terminal window will indicate the new library
file generated: ”libFieldSource.so”.
Go to the file testCaseFoam/system/controlDict and add at the top of the file the following
line:
libs (”libFieldSource.so”);
applicationbuoyantBoussinesqP impleFoam
...
Go to the folder testCase/system, create an fvoptions file and add the following text to it:
vi fvOptions

heatSource

{

type FieldSource;

active yes;

selectionMode all;

FieldSourceCoeffs

{

fieldNames (h);

sourceFieldNames (volpower);

}

The fvOptions file tells the solver to read the values for the field h from the file volpower.
Finally, before we will be able to run the case, we need to specify the boundary conditions. The
BCs for this case can be found in the testCase/constant/polyMesh/boundaries file and we see that
we have an inlet, an outlet and walls. Copy the content of boundaries, open the volpower file
generated by Serpent, and paste the content at the end of the file. The BC description is given
below:

boundaryField

{

walls

{

type zeroGradient;

}

outlet

{

type fixedValue;

value uniform 6e+05;

}

inlet

{

type fixedValue;

value uniform 1e+05;
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2.5. SETTING UP THE OPENFOAM CASE

}

}

Place the volpower file in the testCase/0 directory. As a last step, setup the proper boundary
conditions for all variables in the folder testCase/0. The boundary conditions are specified in the
Table 1.2, so check that you change them accordingly in the initial OpenFOAM test case directory.

Variable Boundary Value
Velocity U Inlet and Internal field [0 0 0] m/s

Outlet zeroGradient
Walls noSlip

Temperature T Inlet and Internal field 923.5 K
Outlet zeroGradient
Walls zeroGradient

Pressure p Inlet and Internal field 0
Outlet zeroGradient
Walls calculated

Table 2.2: Boundary Conditions

The transportProperties are as follows and again pay attention to change the values provided in
initial case directory according to the material properties used in this case:

transportModel Newtonian;

// kinematic viscosity

nu 2.46e-09;

// Thermal expansion coefficient

beta 2.14e-04;

// Reference temperature

TRef 650;

// Laminar Prandtl number

Pr 1.0;

// Turbulent Prandtl number

Prt 1.0;

The turbulentProperties are as follows:

simulationType laminar;

RAS

{

RASModel kEpsilon;

turbulence on;

printCoeffs on;

}

The run control parameters:
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2.6. RESULTS

libs ("libFieldSource.so");

application buoyantBoussinesqPimpleFoam;

startFrom latestTime;

startTime 0;

stopAt endTime;

endTime 100;

deltaT 0.1;

writeControl runTime;

writeInterval 10;

purgeWrite 0;

writeFormat binary;

writePrecision 6;

writeCompression off;

timeFormat general;

timePrecision 6;

runTimeModifiable true;

At this point we are ready to run the case:

run

cd testCaseFoam

buoyantBoussinesqPimpleFoam > & log

2.6 Results

Since the test case is quite simple, there is no forced convection due to the fuel flow or the ther-
mophysical properties such as the density, are not temperature dependent, the only two variables
of interest are the temperature evolution during time and the volumetric power distribution, repre-
sented in Figure 1.3.
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2.7. ITERATING SERPENT AND OPENFOAM WITHIN TIMESTEP

Figure 2.2: Temperature and volumetric power distribution in the fuel element at t=10 s

The volumetric power does not change in time, whereas the temperature increases rapidly the
δT being 50 K.
The temperature profile at the end of the run is written to the testCase/10/T file and this file can
be copied to the Serpent case folder and after being linked properly through the type9.ifc, used as
new cell-wise input temperature for Serpent run.

2.7 Iterating Serpent and OpenFOAM within timestep

This tutorial describes only one-through iteration between Serpent and OpenFOAM. However, it
might be of interest to be able to iterate the process for a specified OpenFOAM timestep. A python
script is used to allow to do this automatically. The scripts starts like this:

1 import re

2 import subprocess

3 from shutil import copyfile

4

5 # Check if the percent change in power/temperature distributions is less than x% per cell. If it is stop. If not, continue up to n iterations.

6 x=5

7 n=12

8 start=1000

9 mpdiffs=10000

10 iteration=1

11 mpdiffslist=[]

12 #while abs(mpdiffs) > x and iteration <= n:

13 while iteration <= n:

14

15 # generate power distribution from Serpent

16 subprocess.call(["sss2", "inp"])
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2.7. ITERATING SERPENT AND OPENFOAM WITHIN TIMESTEP

17

18 # add boundaries to volpower file

19

20 pin1 = open('/home/asnalb/Documents/testCase/bc.txt','r')

21 lines1 = pin1.readlines();

22 file = open("volpower","a")

23 file.write('\n')

24 for line in lines1:

25 file.write(str(line))

26 file.close()

27

28 # send new power distribution to OpenFOAM

29 copyfile('/home/asnalb/Documents/testCase/volpower', '/home/asnalb/Documents/testCase/0/volPower')

30

31 # generate temperature distribution from OpenFOAM

32 subprocess.call("buoyantBoussinesqPimpleFoam", cwd = '/asnalb/Documents/testCase')

33

34 # new temperature distribution

35 pin1 = open('/asnalb/Documents/testCase'+str(start)+'/T','r')

36 new_Ts=[]

37 lines1 = pin1.readlines();

38 on=0

39 count=0

40 for line in lines1:

So, as it can be noticed, first the parameter x and n are specified; the iteration will either stop when
the temperature variation within the cell from one iteration to another is less than x%, or when the
n number of iterations is done. A corresponding while loop has to be chosen to do that. The rest of
the file specifies correct locations for necessary files. After everything is correctly setup, issuing the
command python iterate.py should allow to run the proccess successfully. Note, that this is within
a specific OpenFOAM timestep, and does not include time span.
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Study Questions

1 Why is it important to couple thermal hydraulics and neutron kinetics for modeling of the
new generation power plants?

2 Describe the main mechanism of coupling Serpent to OpenFOAM.

3 How is the OpenFOAM mesh imported into Serpent?-What has to be specified in the Serpent
input file itself, and what additional files are needed?

4 What is the purpose of the materials, rhos and Ts files?

5 Why do we need 60 inactive cycles in the Serpent run?

6 Describe shortly what does the sourceField class do, and why do we need it?

7 How is the libFieldSource.so linked to the FOAM case?

8 What is the purpose of the fvoptions file?
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Appendix A

The fieldSource.H file

/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*\

Class FieldSource Declaration

\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

class FieldSource

:

public option

{

private:

wordList sourceFiles_;

PtrList<volScalarField> scalarSources;

PtrList<volVectorField> vectorSources;

// Private Member Functions

//- Disallow default bitwise copy construct

FieldSource(const FieldSource&);

//- Disallow default bitwise assignment

void operator=(const FieldSource&);

public:

//- Runtime type information

TypeName("FieldSource");

// Constructors

//- Construct from components

FieldSource

(

const word& name,

const word& modelType,

const dictionary& dict,

const fvMesh& mesh

);
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//- Destructor

virtual ~FieldSource()

{}

// Member Functions

// Add explicit and implicit contributions

virtual void addSup

(

fvMatrix<vector>& eqn,

const label fieldI

);

virtual void addSup

(

fvMatrix<scalar>& eqn,

const label fieldI

);

virtual void addSup

(

const volScalarField& rho,

fvMatrix<vector>& eqn,

const label fieldI

);

virtual void addSup

(

const volScalarField& rho,

fvMatrix<scalar>& eqn,

const label fieldI

);

// I-O

//- Write data

virtual void writeData(Ostream&) const;

//- Read dictionary

virtual bool read(const dictionary& dict);

};

// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //

} // End namespace fv

} // End namespace Foam
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Appendix B

Python code to translate FOAM mesh to Serpent.

# The code is developed by Laura Holewa, Seaborg Technologies (lho@seaborg.co)

import re

from mpl_toolkits.mplot3d import Axes3D

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

import numpy as np

from collections import Counter

from statistics import mode

ncells=9102

pin1 = open('points','r')

lines1 = pin1.readlines();

pin2 = open('faces','r')

lines2 = pin2.readlines();

x=[]

y=[]

z=[]

on=0

count=0

for line in lines1:

values1 = re.split('\s|\n', line);

for i in range(0,len(values1)):

values1[i] = values1[i].replace('(', '')

values1[i] = values1[i].replace(')', '')

##print values1

if on==1:

##print values1[0],values1[1],values1[2]

try:

x.append(float(values1[0]))

y.append(float(values1[1]))

z.append(float(values1[2]))

except:

break

if count==19:

on=1

count=count+1

on=0

count=0

faces_array=[]
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for line in lines2:

if len(line)>1:

line = line[1:]

values2 = re.split('\s|\n', line);

for i in range(0,len(values2)):

values2[i] = values2[i].replace('(', '')

values2[i] = values2[i].replace(')', '')

if on==1:

try:

test=int(values2[0])

faces_array.append(values2)

##print values2, "y"

except:

break

if count==19:

on=1

count=count+1

def faces_to_owner(fs):

owner=[]

toplotx=[]

toploty=[]

toplotz=[]

for i in range(0,len(fs)-1):

##print fs[i], "here"

toplotx.append(float(x[int(fs[i])]))

toploty.append(float(y[int(fs[i])]))

toplotz.append(float(z[int(fs[i])]))

for i in range(0,len(fs)-1):

owner.append(0)

return owner

def find_if_internal(facs):

data = Counter(facs)

#print "hhhh", data,data.most_common(1)[0][1],data.most_common(2)[1][1]

if data.most_common(1)[0][1]==data.most_common(2)[1][1]:

return 1

else:

return 0

def identical_elements(own):

not_same=0

for i in range(0, len(own)):

if own[0]!=own[i]:

not_same=1

break;
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return not_same

def find_face_owner(own,not_same):

if not_same==1:

face_owner=max(own)

if not_same!=1:

face_owner=own[0]

return face_owner

Material_List=["fuel",

"fuel",

"fuel",

"fuel",

"fuel",

"fuel",

"fuel",

"fuel"]

Rho_List=["4.10",

"4.10",

"4.10",

"4.10",

"2.05",

"2.05",

"2.05",

".10"]

T_List=[1200.0,

600.0,

1200.0,

600.0,

1200.0,

600.0,

1200.0,

600.0]

Map_List=[]

for i in range(0,len(Material_List)):

Map_List.append(i+1)

file = open("owner_filee.txt","w")

file.write(str(len(faces_array))+"\n")

for i in range(0, len(faces_array)):

print faces_array[i]

print faces_to_owner(faces_array[i])

same_or_not=identical_elements(faces_to_owner(faces_array[i]))

#print same_or_not

towrite=str(find_face_owner(faces_to_owner(faces_array[i]),same_or_not))

file.write(towrite+"\n")

file.close()

############################
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file = open("materialso.txt","w")

file.write(str(len(faces_array))+"\n")

file2 = open("rhoso.txt","w")

file2.write(str(len(faces_array))+"\n")

file3 = open("Tso.txt","w")

file3.write(str(len(faces_array))+"\n")

file4 = open("mapso.txt","w")

file4.write(str(len(faces_array))+"\n")

for i in range(0, len(faces_array)):

same_or_not=identical_elements(faces_to_owner(faces_array[i]))

faceowner=find_face_owner(faces_to_owner(faces_array[i]),same_or_not)

#print faceowner

material=Material_List[faceowner]

rho=Rho_List[faceowner]

t=T_List[faceowner]

m=Map_List[faceowner]

towrite=str(material)

towrite2=str(rho)

towrite3=str(t)

towrite4=str(m)

file.write(towrite+"\n")

file2.write(towrite2+"\n")

file3.write(towrite3+"\n")

file4.write(towrite4+"\n")

file.close()

file2.close()

file3.close()

file4.close()

#############################################

pin1 = open('owner','r')

lines1 = pin1.readlines();

on=0

count=0

fccount=0

#face,littleownercell

facestolittlecells=[]

for line in lines1:

values1 = re.split('\s|\n', line);

for i in range(0,len(values1)):

values1[i] = values1[i].replace('(', '')

values1[i] = values1[i].replace(')', '')

##print values1

if on==1:
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try:

fc=[]

fc.append(int(fccount))

fc.append(int(values1[0]))

fccount=fccount+1

facestolittlecells.append(fc)

except:

break

if count==20:

on=1

count=count+1

##############

pin1 = open('neighbour','r')

lines1 = pin1.readlines();

on=0

count=0

fccount=0

#face,littleownercell

facestolittleneighbcells=[]

for line in lines1:

values1 = re.split('\s|\n', line);

for i in range(0,len(values1)):

values1[i] = values1[i].replace('(', '')

values1[i] = values1[i].replace(')', '')

##print values1

if on==1:

try:

fc=[]

fc.append(int(fccount))

fc.append(int(values1[0]))

fccount=fccount+1

facestolittleneighbcells.append(fc)

except:

break

if count==20:

on=1

count=count+1

#################

##print "hhhh",facestolittlecells

# 0 index is face

# 1 index is cell

ecount=0

littlecellstofaces=[]

es=[]
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ns=[]

for i in range(0, ncells):

#print i, "i"

#for i in range(0, len(facestolittlecells)):

cf=[]

cf.append(i)

cf.append("<cellnum")

yes=0

for j in range(0, len(facestolittlecells)):

if facestolittlecells[j][1]==i:

##print "G",i,j, facestolittlecells[j]

cf.append(facestolittlecells[j][0])

#assert(j == facestolittlecells[j][0])

yes=1

if yes==1:

littlecellstofaces.append(cf)

if yes==0:

##############################

#print i, "inotfoundincells"

for l in range(0, len(facestolittleneighbcells)):

if facestolittleneighbcells[l][1]==i:

##print "G",i,j, facestolittlecells[j]

cf.append(facestolittleneighbcells[l][0])

#assert(j == facestolittlecells[j][0])

yes=1

if yes==1:

littlecellstofaces.append(cf)

if yes==0:

cf.append(int(facestolittlecells[j-1][0]))

littlecellstofaces.append(cf)

ecount=ecount+1

es.append(i)

##############################

#print "yyy",littlecellstofaces

#########################################

pin1 = open('materialso.txt','r')

pin2 = open("rhoso.txt",'r')

pin3 = open("Tso.txt",'r')

pin4 = open("mapso.txt",'r')

########################################

lines1 = pin1.readlines();

x=[]

on=0

for line in lines1:
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values1 = re.split('\s|\n', line);

for i in range(0,len(values1)):

values1[i] = values1[i].replace('(', '')

values1[i] = values1[i].replace(')', '')

##print values1

if on==1:

x.append(values1[0])

on=1

##########################

lines2 = pin2.readlines();

x2=[]

on=0

for line in lines2:

values2 = re.split('\s|\n', line);

for i in range(0,len(values2)):

values2[i] = values2[i].replace('(', '')

values2[i] = values2[i].replace(')', '')

if on==1:

x2.append(values2[0])

on=1

##########################

lines3 = pin3.readlines();

x3=[]

on=0

for line in lines3:

values3 = re.split('\s|\n', line);

for i in range(0,len(values3)):

values3[i] = values3[i].replace('(', '')

values3[i] = values3[i].replace(')', '')

if on==1:

x3.append(values3[0])

on=1

##########################

##########################

lines4 = pin4.readlines();

x4=[]

on=0
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for line in lines4:

values4 = re.split('\s|\n', line);

for i in range(0,len(values4)):

values4[i] = values4[i].replace('(', '')

values4[i] = values4[i].replace(')', '')

if on==1:

x4.append(values4[0])

on=1

##########################

littlecellstomaterials=[]

littlecellstorhos=[]

littlecellstots=[]

littlecellstomaps=[]

for i in range(0, len(littlecellstofaces)):

cm=[]

cr=[]

ct=[]

cmm=[]

cm.append(i)

cm.append("<cellnum")

cr.append(i)

cr.append("<cellnum")

ct.append(i)

ct.append("<cellnum")

cmm.append(i)

cmm.append("<cellnum")

##print littlecellstofaces[i]

for j in range(2, len(littlecellstofaces[i])):

##print "ttt", littlecellstofaces[i]

##print littlecellstofaces[i][j]

facematerial=x[littlecellstofaces[i][j]]

facerho=x2[littlecellstofaces[i][j]]

faceT=x3[littlecellstofaces[i][j]]

facemap=x4[littlecellstofaces[i][j]]

cm.append(facematerial)

cr.append(facerho)

ct.append(faceT)

cmm.append(facemap)

littlecellstomaterials.append(cm)

littlecellstorhos.append(cr)

littlecellstots.append(ct)

littlecellstomaps.append(cmm)

#print "ffff",littlecellstomaterials

##########################

materials_list=[]
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rhos_list=[]

Ts_list=[]

maps_list=[]

errorcount=0

for i in range(0,len(littlecellstomaterials)):

temp=[]

for j in range(2,len(littlecellstomaterials[i])):

temp.append(littlecellstomaterials[i][j])

try:

materialmode=mode(temp)

materials_list.append(materialmode)

except:

materials_list.append(temp[0])

errorcount=errorcount+1

########

for i in range(0,len(littlecellstorhos)):

temp=[]

for j in range(2,len(littlecellstorhos[i])):

temp.append(littlecellstorhos[i][j])

try:

rhomode=mode(temp)

rhos_list.append(rhomode)

except:

rhos_list.append(temp[0])

########

########

for i in range(0,len(littlecellstots)):

temp=[]

for j in range(2,len(littlecellstots[i])):

temp.append(littlecellstots[i][j])

try:

tmode=mode(temp)

Ts_list.append(tmode)

except:

Ts_list.append(temp[0])

########

########

for i in range(0,len(littlecellstomaps)):

temp=[]

for j in range(2,len(littlecellstomaps[i])):

temp.append(littlecellstomaps[i][j])

try:
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tmode=mode(temp)

maps_list.append(tmode)

except:

maps_list.append(temp[0])

########

#print "RRR",materials_list

#print "errorcount",errorcount

#print len(littlecellstomaterials)

#print len(littlecellstofaces)

#print len(facestolittlecells)

file = open("materials.txt","w")

file.write(str(len(materials_list))+"\n")

for i in range(0, len(materials_list)):

towrite=str(materials_list[i])

file.write(towrite+"\n")

file.close()

########

file = open("rhos.txt","w")

file.write(str(len(rhos_list))+"\n")

for i in range(0, len(rhos_list)):

towrite=str(rhos_list[i])

file.write(towrite+"\n")

file.close()

################

file = open("Ts.txt","w")

file.write(str(len(Ts_list))+"\n")

for i in range(0, len(Ts_list)):

towrite=str(Ts_list[i])

file.write(towrite+"\n")

file.close()

################

file = open("map.txt","w")

file.write(str(len(maps_list))+"\n")

for i in range(0, len(maps_list)):
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towrite=str(maps_list[i])

file.write(towrite+"\n")

file.close()

#print ecount

#print es
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